POR ESO!
Buenos Días,
After focussing our attention on teaching at schools for the past 2
years, we’re now shifting it to the whole community. So these weeks
we’re cooperating with municipalities, districts and villages,
resulting in extensive meetings and contracts. Together we agree on
keeping our promises, we write down our wishes and note our what we
do in return.
For example:
The municipality has promised make the road accessible so we can
easily deliver the materials for two more greenhouses.
The men of Chaupimayo will build the greenhouses within a month.
The women will be in time (!) each Saturday morning, for
horticulture class.
These things sound simple, but it’s tough to mobilize everybody in
this bureaucracy – and to ensure people are cooperating for the right
reasons, not just for their own political agenda.
Oh, and please don’t assume were convening with all mayors and
village presidents. For this specific purpose, meet Mauro. He’s an expert
and joined our team to help us ground even more steadily in Peruvian
soil.
What’s more: new Por Eso! friends from Lima are now helping out too.
They already organized the arrival of a truck full of warm clothing,
which we happily handed out among the freezing villagers.
We’re preparing for a true Por Eso! benefiet in Lima!
We’re genuinely happy with the way things are going and hope you’ll
keep on following and supporting us.

Weaving room opening
We opened the weaving room! To celebrate, we cooked the vegetables from the
greenhouses. It’s a dream come true for the women of Sasicancha: ‘adios’ to the days
when they had to weave on the ice-cold floor in front of the house. Now they weave
together in the same room, dry and warm with a view on the kids in the kitchen garden.

Our weaving women are ready!
We’re working hard to generate assignments but we could sure do with more. So…if you
would like to buy yourself a nice birthday present, find a baby gift, organize an original a
business give-away or get your order ready for Christmas… check out www.poreso.org
for smart fun ideas or e-mail jolanda@poreso.org.

Saludos, Jolanda and Simone
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POR ESO!
Anti- parasites
Last week, together with the Clinica Kausay Wasi nurse, we visited
Sapaccto, the first village where we started our anti-parasite
campaign. Research showed the necessity.
We hand out anti-parasite pills in all villages twice a year. After all,
what good would vegetables do if the people are too unfit to eat
because of the parasites?
Lots of villagers showed up: 126 people received the treatment.
Everybody was trained on infection prevention and recognition of
parasites.
We’ll expand our campaign to the rest of our villages.

Q’elloccocha is doing exceptionally well. They’re
incredibly enthusiastic about the arrival of our
educational gardening project – in sharp contrast with
the slow and difficult communication of last year.
We’re happy with this change and – we too – are full of
energy as a result.
A short introduction: 55 families live in Q’elloccocha.
It’s the poorest village of the area we work in, because of
its remoteness and altitude (4400 m. above sea level).
The village fortunately does have a primary school, with
65 pupils. Of them, 25 are in the toddler group.
We managed to help them out a little already. Winter is
coming so we handed out donated clothing, blankets,
scarfs/caps and shoes. Since the school lacked
materials, we provided them with those as well.
Meanwhile the foundations for 4 greenhouses are ready
to go and we’re making stones as quick as we can to
finish the greenhouses. Hopefully we can begin sowing
in June and start teaching!
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From left to right
Simone (management), Juan (teacher), Mauro (trainer/advisor),
Coco (project coordinator), Brigida (teacher), Jolanda
(management)
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POR ESO!
Diner is ready

Meet Raúl!
Here’s Raúl (16 years). He’s in group
number 6 in Chaupimayo. Studying is
difficult for him because he suffers
epileptic seizures. Everytime a seizure
starts, the kids flee the classroom and
nobody helps him, afraid that the
affliction might be contagious…
Our teacher told us about Raúl. He fell on
his head real hard when he was 3 years
old. Surgery might help. We’ll know more
on May 21st, after the first brain scan.

We finished the kitchen and dining room

Gone are the days off cooking in a room full of smoke, or eating
in the freezing cold

In our next Por Eso! News issue, youʼll
see how our kids are doing at cooking
class. They get acquainted with ʻstrangeʼ
vegetables and learn how to prepare and
eat them.
And who refuses to finish their meal…

Festive opening off the diningroom May 18th, with veggies from
our own garden new plates, tables and chairs ”diner is ready”

More and more, we’re helping out medically. We’re getting closer to
the villagers and encounter heartbreaking problems. And no matter
how small a treatment, the villagers simply can’t afford it.
We’re asking your help in establishing a medical fund.

Please help

Por Eso!
Bank account: 1410.61.294
Rabobank Peel Noord
Click here if you need more bank details for foreign donations
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